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Fig. 2. Lithostratigraphic columns in the Ciuc Basins and adjacent areas based on drillhole data.

A subhorizontal sequence, hundreds of meters thick, consisting mostly of
coarse to fine andesitic volcaniclastic rocks with interbedded andesite iava
flows, as well as of clays and sandstones, overlie unconformably the pre-Tertiary
basement. This assemblage belongs to the Miocene volcaniclastic formation that
constitutes the lower eastern slopes of the volcanic range of Harghita Mts., i.e.
a widespread peripheral volcaniclastic apron of the adjoining composite volcanic
edifices located along the mountain's axis.

Overlying the volcaniclastics, the basin filling proper, Upper Pliocene to
Pleistocene in age, consists of a clayey-sandy sequen.e witil some lignite
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interbeds. Its thickness ranges from tens to hundreds of meters, being maximal

in the LCB.
The sedimentary succession finishes in the Ciuc Basins with Quaternary

(pleistocene-Ho1o...t.; sediments, meters thick, excepting for the LCB where

they display importaní thicknesses (e.g. 120 m in borehole no. 10,030, NW of

Siímartin, 
-Kusio, 

1987). These se.diments are represented by sand, clay and

gravel. Near the town of Miercurea Ciuc peat deposits were known and exploited.

In the summer of 1988, while examining the lithological columns of

boreholes no. 8 and 10 in the MCB, W€ observed the presence of a weakly

consolidated breccia-like detritic deposit, consisting of clasts from the metamor-

phic basement, with important apparent thicknesses (103 m and 47 m in

boreholes g and 10, respectively). This deposit obviously overlies the metamor-

phic basement and underlies the andesitic volcaniclastics. This finding deter-

mined us to re-examine systematically and carefully, starting from the same year,

all the other available drill cores from older or more recent boreholes in the area

in order to unravel the extension and characteristics of the deposit. Those inves-

tigations clearly indicated the regional extension of the breccious deposit, as

well as its constant lithostratigraphic position in the UCB and in the northern

and central parts of the MCB, whére the basin basement consists of metamorphic

rocks, as sh-own by the drillings. The counterpart of this deposit, with equivalent

lithosiratigraphic position, has been encountered in the LCB as well, where

simi1ar bréccias consisting of sedimentary clasts (sandstone and marl) overlie the

Cretaceous Flysch basernent (e.g. in borehole 10,030, Kusko, 1987).

We are naming formally this detritic breccious deposit as the "Ciuc For-

mation". Its description is the main subject of this contribution. The Ciuc For-

mation complete. th. succession of the Tertiary sedimentary sequences in the

Ciuc basins and beneath the eastern slopes of the Harghita Mts'

2. LITHOLOGICAL FEATURES

Z.t .  The Ciuc Format ion is  most ly  const i tuted of  brecc ias and

microbreccias with subordinate amounts of coarse sandstones. They are poorly

consolidated with a sparse detritic, rarely detritic-clayey cement. The cement is

commonly quantitatively reduced. Through decreasing grain-size and increasing

amount of óement the breccias steadily pass to less frequent microbreccious

sandstones and coarse sandstones.
In all these lithologies the clasts are irregular in shape, angular, rarely

subrounded and they display very variable grainsize, even in the same hand

specimen, from several cm to several mm; clasts coarser than 10 cm are present

as well (e.g. in borehole 25,135). The dominant grainsize in sandstones is up to

2 mm, bú larger clasts can also be encountered in the microbreccious

sandstones. In these rocks intermediate grainsize between clasts and detritic

cement can be observed.

l '
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In a sedimentological classification scheme based on grainsize distribution,
the studied rocks of the Ciuc Formation can be characterised as follows: the
breccias can be considered as rudites (with clasts larger than 4 mm) and
microrudites (clasts of 24 mm), while the sandstones are mostly very coarse
arenites (clasts of l-2 mm).

2.2. Neither bedding of the deposits, nor grading of their clasts, have been
observed in the examined boreholes. However, the presence of large-scale bed-
ding characteristics, on a regional scale, cannot be ruled out, but punctual
dríll-core observations are not conclusive.

The uneven distribution of the drillholes precludes observations related to
possible systematic horizontal variation of grainsize and sorting and its generali-
sation over the whole area. However, a trend can be observed in the western part
of the UCB where the drillholes are more frequent. Closer to the Crystalline-
Mesozoic Zone, coarser breccias with centimetric clasts prevail (e.g. boreholes
no.  10,041 ,25,170,25,735,704,705,706,  10,036).  In boreholes nos.  25,135 a
clast of metamorphic rock as large as 5.6 m, as measured along the drill-core,
has been found (Cerniavschi, 1964). To larger distances from the Crystalline-
Mesozoic Zone of the eastern basin margin, the rocks of the Ciuc Formation
(mostly microbreccious sandstones and coarse sandstones) consist of obviously
smaller (millimetre - or submillimetre-sized) clasts.

These observations suggest that a kind of grain-size zonation depending on
distance from the source area can be taken into account, at least for the UCB
where the Ciuc Formation appears to be coarser closer to the Crystalline-
Mesozoic Zone and finer farther from it.

2.3. Petrography of the larger clasts, as well as of the detritic cement, is
strictly dependent on the composition of the basement underlying the Ciuc
Formation. Thuso where the basement consists of metamorphic rocks (in the
UCB and the northern and eastern parts of the MCB), the breccia clasts are
exclusively of similar rocks, and the detritic cement is formed of tiny clasts of
the same rock types or of their mineral components, of which quartz grains,
frequently displaying undulatory extinction, is the most frequent (sericite, mus-
covite, biotite and chlorite are the others).

Moreover, we observed that the petrographic composition of the clasts
closely follows that of the immediate basement rock. This can be illustrated with
examples from the UCB and MCB (Fig. 2). Thus, borehole no. 8, located in the
central part of the UCB (SSE of Ciceu village), crosscuts breccias with
micaschist clasts in the depth range 340446 m, petrographically similar to
micaschists of the Precambrian Bretila Group encountered beneath the Ciuc
Formation at the bottom of the drillhole (aG502 m).

In borehole no. 10, dug in the same aÍea, the breccias (145-192 m) contain
clasts of biotite-bearing gneissic granodiorites, which are present in the
Precambrian unit of the "Haghimas granitoids" (Muregan, Muregan, 1980), con-
stituting the local basement (192 m to 204 m, bottom) of the Ciuc Formation.
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Borehole no. 25,|64, |ocated west of the village Mádárag, in the western

part of the UCB, intercepted brecctas (446-512 m) with micaschist clasts re-

worked from the Rebra Group (Precambrian in age) found beneath the breccias
(512-543 m, bottom). In other boreholes (e.g.25,181), the breccias displaying

true calciruditic aspects, frequently contain crystalline limestone clasts, which

are reworked from the same Bretila Group.
Located in the northern part of the UCB, drillhole no. 705 encountered

breccias (134-145 m) containing clasts of quartzitic schists with biotite and

chlorite (formed on biotite by retromorphism), which constitute their local base-

ment (145 to 1210 m, bottom) and belong to the Precambrian Negri$oara Group.

Most of the drillholes are located where the Ciuc Formation overlie the

epimetamorphic Tulghes Group (Cambrian in age), consisting of sericite and

giaphite schists, sericite-chlorite schists, black graphitic quartzites, etc. At

these locations the breccia clasts of the Ciuc Formation show similar petro-

graphic features. A good example is borehole no. 10,034, from the southern

pari of the UCB, in which the breccias (192-307 m) rework sericite-graphite

ichist clasts which are present in the underlying Tulghes-type basement (307-

327 m, bottom).
It is worthewhile mentioning that metamorphic breccia clasts often display

signs of exogene alteration, such as alteration crusts, weak limonitization or

incipient argi\Iízation; in places they are partially disintegrated. These features

suggest that in their source area the crystalline schists have undergone subaerial

weathering processes. Part of the alteration processes may have occurred during

the short-distance transport of the fragments or even after their deposition.

In the case of the LCB, drillhole no. 10,030 (NW of Sinmartin village)

which has reached the Cretaceous Flysch basement (294-300 m, bottom), con-

sisting of marls, marly limestones and sandstones, the overlying breccia (274-

294 m), belonging to the Ciuc Formation, contains all of these rock types as

clasts (Kusko, 1987).
Related to the petrographic composition of the Ciuc Formation, an impor-

tant observation is that it is completely lacking clasts of volcanic origin, which

constitute the overlying Miocene volcaniclastic formation.

2.4. As we mentioned earlier, the observed thickness of the Ciuc Forma-

tion, as measured in boreholes, is strongly variable. The formation is thinnest in

several boreholes in the UCB (2.8 m, 4.5 m,6.0 m, and 6.03 m in drill ing nos.

25,I2I,25,II5,25,192 and 25,127, respectively). In the same area thicknesses

of 115 m (borehole no. 10,034), 99.15 m (25,169), 76.55 m (25,774), and

75.7 m (25,,135) were also found. In the MCB, the thicker Ciuc Formation is

known from borehole no. 8 (106 m). This strong thickness variability of the Ciuc

Formation is probably an expression of its primary deposition, but especially it

is due to erosion and redepositing of the detritic debris during the time interval

between primary deposition and subsequent burial beneath the volcaniclastics.
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3. LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC POSITION

The Ciuc Formation displays an important and obvious unconformity at its
base, with respect to the underlying metamorphic (Precambrian or Palaeozoic)
or Cretaceous Flysch basement.

At the top, it is bounded by another important unconformity with respect
to the overlying Miocene volcaniclastic formation in the UCB and MCB. In the
LCB, drillhole no. 10,030 indicates that the Ciuc Formation is overlain
unconformably by Pliopcene coal-bearing deposits (Kusko, 1987). Irrespective
of the overlying deposits, the upper unconformity is clearly marked by the
strongly uneven thickness of the Ciuc Formation, due to its partial erosional
removal before burial by the younger deposits. In places, it is completely re-
moved, so that the volcaniclastics or the coal-bearing Pliocene sediments are
directly deposited over the pre-Tertiary basement.

It is hence obvious, that the Ciuc Formation is an independent lithostrati-
graphic entity with respect both to its underlying basement and its younger cover.

4. OCCURRENCE AND EXTENSION

There is no surface exposure of the Ciuc Formation, thus any inference of
its areal extent is based on drillhole data. Because most of the drillings are
located in the UCB and MCB and their western neighbourhoods, the area extent
of the formation can be outlined only in these zones (Fig. l): a) a northern
occuÍTence area encompassing the whole UCB plus the adjacent areas on the
lower slopes of the Harghita Mts., and b) a southern area in the northern half of
the MCB. Because in the LCB the Ciuc Formation is known only in drilling
10,030, its area extent in this zone cannot be estimated.

The Ciuc Formation can be traced over a total infened length of ca. 35 km in
a NNW-SSE direction (between the northern margin of the UCB and borehole no.
10,030 in the LCB). Its maximum E-W width is ca. 10 km in the UCB. These
parameters indicate an important area extent of this lithostratigraphic entity.

Taking into account that the Ciuc Formation has been identified below the
Miocene volcaniclastic formation farther west from the Ciuc basins (boreholes
no. 10,041 , 25,169, 30,774, Fig. l), we can assume its further westward exten-
sion beneath the actual volcanic edifices of the Harghita Mts. Lateral facial
transition to synchronous Miocene sedimentary deposits of the deeper part of the
Transylvanian Basin can be envisaged.

5. GENESIS

The principal lithological features of the Ciuc Formation - its coarse
detritic nature, its immaturity expressed in angularity of breccia clasts and lack
of obvious bedding and sorting features, the close dependence of clast petro-
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graphy to the basement lithology - strongly suggest that transport of the clastic
material was short, precluding rounding and sorting.

Deposition of the detritic debris occurred on a generally westward dipping
paleotopography. Maximum thickness of the formation is confined to topo-
graphic lows of the paleorelief. Partial or total erosional removal of the deposit
from topographic highs, followed by immediate redepositing in adjacent lows, is
likely.

In the UCB and the northern part of the MCB the main source area of the
detritic clasts is obviously the metamort'hic terrain of the actual Crystalline-
Mesozoic Zone having a more elevated topography with respect to adjacent
areas to the west. The actually buried paleorelief of this structural unit beneath
Tertiary sequences in the UCB and MCB may have been another local source for
the detritic material.

Farther south, where the basement of the southern part of the MCB con-
sists of Lower Cretaceous Flysch (represented by the "Sinaia Beds"), the
drillholes have not found deposits assignable to the Ciuc Formation. One can
assume that it was not deposited in this area. Just in the northern half of the
LCB, displaying the same flysch basement, the Ciuc Formation is present in
borehole no. 10,030 (NW of Sinmartin village). Here the breccia clasts originate
from the loca! basement, similar to the situation in ttfUCB and MCB, hence
suggesting a similar genesis.

These observations suggest that the Ciuc Formation is a detritic deposit
generated in the near-shore environment of a basin whose floor was constituted
of metamorphic rocks (in the UCB and northern parts of the MCB) or Lower
Cretaceous Flysch (in the southern part of the MCB and in the LCB).

ó. AGE

Estimates concerning the age of the Ciuc Formation can be made on
grounds of regional geology, paleontological data and radiometric dating.

The youngest deposits underlying unconformably the Ciuc Formation are
the "Sinaia Beds", Neocomian in age, as pointed out in borehole 10,030 in the
LCB. Total lack of the volcanic material among detritic clasts of the formation
clearly indicates its prevolcanic deposition. The oldest deposits overlying the
Ciuc Formation belong to the volcaniclastic formation, Miocene in age. In the
UCB, andesite lava intercalations in the volcaniclastics yielded K-Ar ages of
6.2+0.4 Ma (borehole no. 10,018) and 6.0+0.4 Ma (borehole no. 10,034)
(Pécskay et al., l995).

Within this large time interval, the Ciuc Formation has no facial equivalent
in the post-Neocomian Mesozoic  sedimentary depos i ts  known in the
Crystalline-Mesozoic zone of the East Carpathians (the Barremian-Albian
Wildflysch and the Cenomanian "Barnadu Conglomerates" which are the young-
est Upper Cretaceous rocks in this zone). The nearest Palaeocene-Eocene forma-
tions in the Crystalline-Mesozoic zone are known at Glodu (ca.70 km north of
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the study area), yh9!. they display an argillaceous-marly-sandy facies
(Alexandrescu et al., l968). oligocene depositi, unconformably overíyíng the
metamorphic basement, are known ca. 60 km northwest of the jt.'ay aiea,íest
of Topli1a town. They consist of bituminous marls, sandstones ánd cónglo-
merates (Peltz, |969). These Palaeogene rocks display facies characteristics í..y
dissimilar to those of the Ciuc Formation.

From the above data results that the Ciuc Formation cannot be Mesozoic,
and it is very unlikely to be Palaeogene in age. Therefore, a Miocene age oldei
tban 6.2 Ma (the oldest K-Ar age measured in the overlying volcaniclaitic for-
mation in the study area) is most likely.

Paleontological data con.,gtnilg the study area have been presented by
Tánásescu (l967). The foraminiferal assemblage determined by Viorica Cosmá
and Maria Tocorjescu -("Prospecliuni S.A.", Bucharest), coming from a sample
collected from borehole no. 25,142 (UCB, west of Madarug uillug.), includes:
Cibicides pericarpaticus Aisenstat, C. menuvi Serrova, Globigirina concina
Reuss, Globigerinoides obliqua Bolli, Cibicides mexicanus Nittal. The men-
tioned authors concluded an Oligocene-Lower Miocene age of the determined
foraminiferal fauna.

Gheorghe Popescu (Geological Institute of Romania) has redetermined to
our request the above fauna and reconsidered its age. The first two forms, quoted
1b.oY"' belong to Anomalinoides badenensis á,orb which, togethei with
Globigerina concinna Reuss are characteristic for Kossovian (Upp.i Budenian),
the fourth mentioned-foqr represents either Globigerinoides iág"to,is Le Rőy
o-1 G subsacculifer Cita, both frequent in Kossovian. The last méntioned form,
Cibicides sp. is present throughout larger intervals in Miocene.

From the above data we can conclude that the age of the Ciuc Formation
is Upper Badenian (Kossovian). It is worthwhile to móntion that this age colTe-
sponds to a widespread transgressional event in Romania.

7. IMPORTANCE OF THE CIUC FORMATION

The Ciuc Formation seems to have a regional lithostratigraphic importance
because it completes the Tertiary sedimentary sequence in tfe área of ihe Ciuc
Basins and beneath the eastern part of the Éarghita Mts.

The palaeogeographic importance of the Ciuc Formation consists in that it
points out the Kossovian transgression eastward up to the area located east of
the volcanic range of the Harghita Mts. The transgressional event advanced
throughout the Transylvanian Basin reaching the western borders of the Crystal-
line-Mesozoic Zone and the Flysch zone of the East Carpathians. It occurred
b9fore the inception of volcanísm in the Cálimani-Gurghiu-Harghita volcanic
chain.

The definition and description of the Ciuc Formation eliminates confusion
from interpretation of the local lithostratigraphy. This breccious deposit was
often thought as part of the metamorphic basement in the UCB (e.g. in geologi-
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cal well logging), hence the upper boundary of the basement has been mapped
at the unconformity above the Ciuc Formation. On the other hand, this deposit
was described in the Mádárag area (UCB) as being a marly deposit, in places
with clasts of metamorphic rocks.

The Ciuc Formation constitutes the principal lithologic control and hosts
epigenetic siderite deposits near Mádárag village (UCB), encountered in many
aiiúings in this area. The thickest and richest ore occurs within this formation (e.g.
in boreholes no. 25,725,25,730,25,739,25,I48,25,1'64,25,165,25,179)- Exam-
ined in thin sections, the siderite ore hosted in the Ciuc Formation consists of
sideritized metamorphic rocks. Relevant microphotographs of various aspects of
sideritization have been presented by Tánásescu (1962_1965). The preferential
lo^ation of the siderite deposit within the Ciuc Formation can be explained by its
unconsolidated nature and high porosity allowing either circulation of mineraliz-
ing fluids throughout and favourable micro-environment for deposition of siderite.
Where crystalline limestones are present as clasts in the Ciuc Formation, the
metasomatic character of the mineralizationprocess is obvious.

The Ciuc Formation hosts an important pressurized aquifer, as shown by
hydrogeologic drilling in the Mádárag area. It is likely that the ascending acid
thermál mineralizing fluids were cooled and neutraliped by mixing with this
aquifer promoting the preferential precipitation of the iron carbonate in pore
spaces of the breccious deposit.
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